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Molecular imaging along with 3-dimensional (3-D) or 4-D (3-D spatial + 1-D temporal)
visualization is widely used in clinical diagnosis and surgical planning. However, the pre-
defined perspective and confined manipulation limit the in-depth exploration and analysis
in 3-D/4-D. To overcome this obstacle, we utilized virtual reality (VR) to interact with CT
images of the cardiopulmonary system in a 3-D immersive environment. We implemented
manipulative functionalities into the VR environment that altered the cardiopulmonary
models to interactively generate new data analysis perspectives. We successfully sliced a
CT cardiac model showing in-depth surface visualizations of the ventricles and atria. Our
customized framework enables enhanced data interpretation interactivity of CT images
and establishes a user-directed manipulative VR platform derived from imaging results for
remote medical practices including training, education, and investigation.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular imaging has been advancing fundamental investigations and clinical assessments of
biophysical and biochemical processes for decades (Weissleder, 2001; Weissleder and Pittet, 2008;
Wu and Shu, 2018). This non-invasive method, including computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET), especially assists in revealing
detailed physiological structures. The biological detail established CT and MRI clinically as methods
for accurate clinician diagnosis, providing inherently quantifiable information with a visualization
tool (Weissleder and Pittet, 2008; Wu and Shu, 2018). While conventional volume rendering and
visualization allow for the analysis towards quantifiable data with measurement, the pre-defined
perspectives and restricted 2-dimensional (2-D) display limit the data interpretation in an interactive
manner, leading to the incidental discarding of intrinsic information (Maher et al., 2004; Cutrale
et al., 2019).

Virtual reality (VR) is an emerging platform that provides an immersive 3-D environment for
user-interactivity (Bryson, 1996; Ding et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2018; Spark et al., 2020). The cost-
efficient head mounted display (HMD) with controllers enables the generation of an immersive
environment that is not replicable with a display screen, creating a sense of involvement and
enhancing the interactivity between the user and data (Bryson, 1996; Hussein et al., 2015; Spark et al.,
2020). VR allows implementation of custom interactions that alter the representation of data within
the 3-D immersive environment. For this reason, integrating the VR environment with imaging
results resolves the limitation of 2-D data representation resulting in conclusive data analysis from
new perspectives.

Motivated from the advantages of VR, an effective workflow interfacing VR with CT images was
carried out to enhance data interactivity and interpretability for the sake of fundamental investigation
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and clinical planning. Previous studies and available software
incorporate medical imaging data with VR utilizing volume
rendering or point-cloud visualization, we expand upon this
workflow by incorporating segmentation for the generation of
3-D surface models (Krapichler et al., 1998; Pidhorskyi et al.,
2018; Kalarat and Koomhin, 2019; Spark et al., 2020; Arivis,
2021; immSci, 2021). The 3-D surface model VR platform links
real data from the physical world to virtual simulation, providing

interactivity and immersive feeling over simple volume rendering.
We form complex 3-D models in VR from CT image stacks,
broadening previous methods that detail 2-D image to 3-D model
conversion by precisely segmenting multiple pulmonary sections
for a detailed immersive exploration of a CT pulmonary model
(Rizzi et al., 2007; Nocerino et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2017; Uccheddu
et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2019). To further enhance data
analysis and surgical planning capabilities, we successfully

FIGURE 1 | CT Imaging to VR Framework Pipeline. A four-step process to develop a VR platform for viewing CT images. Acquired CT image stacks are processed
and segmented over 30–90 min (A) to generate a mesh surface (B). The mesh surface normals are manipulated to properly generate a 3-D surface model using Maya
within 30–60 min (B). The model is loaded onto the VR platform and is applied with the corresponding manipulation scripts (C). The VR platform generates an
environment that allows the user to interactively explore and manipulate the 3-D model (D).
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developed user-directed manipulations, which alter data
representation from conventional visualization. The
manipulations altered complex models generating advanced
perspectives for analysis and planning through interactive
cutting and immersive grabbing. Interfacing CT image data
collection with VR, we founded a robust framework for the
transition of VR visualization into clinical settings.

METHODS

While our framework interfaced VR with CT image stacks of
cardiopulmonary system, this method is broadly applicable
to many types of organs and is clinically scalable to other
imaging modalities such as MRI, PET, and ultrasound. The
framework consisted of processing and segmenting CT
images, producing and editing a surface mesh, model
importing, and script applications. The procedure for the
development of the VR platform is illustrated in Figure 1. CT
image datasets were obtained from the open-source database
offered by the International Early Lung Cancer Action
Program (ELCAP) and from the OsiriX DICOM Image
Library. The software utilized is not mandatory, providing
other programs such as Unreal Engine and ImageJ feasible.
All utilized software comes with educational licenses or is
free to use. All applications and processing tests were
performed on a computer running on Microsoft Windows
10 Enterprise with an Intel Core i9-10900X CPU and a
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 GPU on 64 GB of installed
physical memory.

Segmentation
We imported imaging datasets into 3-D Slicer version 4.11, an
open-source platform that provides extensive tools for image
processing and segmentation. After data importation, we
adjusted contrast thresholds for enhanced image visualization,
allowing ease of anatomical structure identification. To segment,
or label, specific regions of interest (ROI), we utilized semi-
automatic image processing tools, such as Grow from seeds,
Fill between slices, Threshold, Smoothing, Scissors, Islands,
Logical Operators, and Surface Cut, in combination with
manual tools, such as Paint, Draw, and Erase. Descriptions on
how to use these tools can be found in the documentation for 3-D
Slicer (Slicer Community, 2020). Semi-automatic tools allow for
expedited, yet general, labeling of ROIs, through computation
and user adjustment based on satisfaction. Manual tools allow for
labeling of finer details, ensuring that segments best match the
anatomy in the dataset. Overall, we labeled structural portions
separately, such as pulmonary lobes or cardiac ventricles. While
the time to label each portion varies depending on the organ, each
overall model, whether the pulmonary or cardiac, took 30–90 min
for a full segmentation. The accuracy of our segmentation to the
original data was verified by a physician. After segmentation, we
exported the data as a surface mesh in the . obj file format. This
surface mesh is a 3-D model generated directly from our
segmentation and can be observed and manipulated in the VR
environment.

Mesh Correction
We sought to render the inner surface of our mesh for better
visualization in VR, following the generation of the surface mesh
in 3-D Slicer. The .obj file was imported into Maya 2020, where
we could observe model properties such as surface normal vectors
and triangles. We manually duplicated the mesh and reversed the
surface normal vectors, utilizing the Maya duplicate and reverse
functions, respectively, generating two opposing meshes. We
merged the “exterior” mesh with the duplicate “interior” mesh
for one model by selecting both meshes and using a merge
function within Maya. This produced a mesh with outer
normal vectors and inner normal vectors and was repeated for
the separate meshes of our model. Each individual mesh could be
rapidly duplicated, reversed, and merged within 5 min, but
depending on the quantity of meshes within a single model,
the time to process one model could take 30 min to an hour. The
double-sided surface model was then exported as a .fbx file.

Virtual Reality Operations
We generated a VR environment, utilizing an educational
licensed Unity game engine, to house the subject model within
a box. The environment is structured to focus on the model and
was manually created using a Unity cube object. The desired 3-D
model, .fbx file, would be imported into Unity, placed into the
scene/environment, have read/write enabled, and have colliders
generated. With the model in the scene, one would have to
manually apply scripts to the model for the cutting
manipulation to function. The process of importing the model
and ensuring its functionality could take between 5 and 20 min,
depending on the familiarity with Unity. Automatic application
and enabling of the model are intended to be implemented in the
future for the completed program. Inside of the VR program, the
user directly alters the model, selectively grabbing and interacting
with segmented parts. The measuring tool was verified with
comparisons to 3-D Slicer’s measuring tool and was verified as
reliable for anatomical information by a physician. A user-
directed cut manipulation automatically slices the model
planarly for alternate perspective analysis. The code for the 3-
D model manipulation was created by utilizing online assets,
searching online forums, and personal coding/debugging. The
slicer manipulation formulates a plane from a user-defined line
that bisects mesh triangles to split the model into two. The
operation then separates the created objects and generates a
surface for each. To enhance the slicing operation, a Unity
asset was utilized for optimizations. The 3-D model
interactions allow detailed investigation of the subject
anatomical structure.

Virtual Reality Application
We utilized an Oculus Quest II HMD and controllers, to
manipulate the 3-D model and explore the subject structure
within the VR environment. Interactive operations and
manipulations were attached to the left and right controllers’
functional buttons, while a menu was created for additional
functions. Utilizing Unity 2020.3.2f1, we published the model
and scene as a single application allowed for repetitive use of the
VR platform for multiple users. The specific hardware and
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software versions should not be necessary to utilize the
methodology and platform mentioned.

RESULTS

We developed a VR framework that utilizes CT images to render
an explorative subject platform enhancing user involvement in
patient data analysis through an immersive 3-D environment.
The platform establishes selective grabbing and user-directed

cutting manipulations for interactive structural investigations
generating perspectives that conventional visualization
methods cannot.

Our framework generated a pulmonary 3-D model for
visualization from 276 raw CT images. To demonstrate user-
directed movement inside the VR environment, we have included
multiple perspectives of the outer pulmonary lobes in Figures
2A–C. This is further demonstrated by the user walking through
the pulmonary environment in a shared video depicting the VR
HMD perspective (Supplementary Video S1). We enhanced the

FIGURE 2 | VR Basic Operations on 3-D CT Lung Model. We demonstrate the maneuverability within VR to explore the 3-D model moving from an initially
centralized view (A) to a 90° rotated view (B) and a 270° perspective (C), the scale is noted at 100 mm (A). The 100% opacity model (A–C) is returned to a centralized
viewwherein we demonstrate the adjustable opacity functionality (D, E). We adjust the opacity to 50% (D) visibly displaying the inner distinction between lobes within the
lung, then further adjust the opacity to 0% (E) to display the visibility of the pulmonary vessels for analysis. We represent VR immersion by going into the lung and
viewing the 3-D pulmonary vessels (F). Inside VR to enhance model analysis, it is demonstrated that a measurement functionality (G) is present, for quantitative
information, displaying “Distance: 23.27 mm” and a labeling functionality (H), for qualitative description, details a specific model section as the “Right Pulmonary
Vessels”. Scale bar: 100 mm.
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FIGURE 3 | VR Platform Manipulative Functionalities on a CT Heart Model. The framework generates an immersive biologically accurate 3-D model (A, B) and
allows the user to interactively manipulate the model bypassing the pre-defined operations. The user accesses a grab function to directly alter the model and move the
cardiac pericardium from an initial position (A) to a secondary position (B). The grab function allows for a focused perspective on the ventricles, atria, veins, and arteries
that may require further applied manipulations, such as a cut (D). The user defines a specific line to form a plane that splits the targeted ventricles and atria (D),
allowing for alternate analysis to be taken from the generated perspectives of the cut plane (E). The user can utilize the generated perspective to further verify the model
according to the initial CT data (E) or explore differing views; LV: Left Ventricle; LA: Left Atrium; RV: Right Ventricle; RA: Right Atrium. The functionality of the platform

(Continued )
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in-depth viewing and 3-D perception of the model by
implementing a selectively adjustable opacity (Figures
2A,D,E). The changing model transparency allows viewing of
the pulmonary vessels (Figure 2E) from outside and assists with
user focus on the vessels. Alternatively, the walkability within the
VR environment allows the user to walk into the model and view
the pulmonary vessels and inner lobe surfaces from a close
perspective (Figure 2F). To perform quantitative analysis, a
distance measurement tool allows for quantitative data on
pulmonary vessel branches within the VR environment
(Figure 2G). This quantitative tool can be adjusted and reused
as desired to measure other subjects such as tracheal diameter.
We created a label to assist in differentiating the separate
pulmonary lobes and vessels (Figure 2H). The labeling,
distance measurement tool, and user-selective transparency
enhances the immersive VR environment for the generation of
new views on the CT lungs. The unconfined user visual
perspective within VR formulates data insights with qualitative
and quantitative analysis.

Further, our platform expands the benefits of VR from simple
exploration and established tools to interactive ROI manipulations
of a cardiac model (Figure 3). A CT heart was segmented for the
generation of a 3-D patient model that was loaded onto the VR
platform (Figure 3A). To demonstrate an interactive manipulative
function, we grabbed and removed the segmented pericardium
from the cardiac model (Figures 3A,C). By removing the
pericardium, we focused on the underlying cardiac structure for
largermanipulations on a specific region.We demonstrated the VR
platform ability to slice a model by creating a user-defined cut
across the ventricles and atria (Figure 3D). The user manipulation
elucidated the proper structure of the cardiacmodel as compared to
one of the CT slices (Figure 3E) and revealed the inner surface
structures of the cardiac ventricle and atrial cavities. To further
generate alternate perspectives and enhance user exploration, our
platform is capable of multiple cut and grab manipulations being
performed upon the model (Figure 3F). Offered through a user
menu, we implemented an undo function for the cutting
manipulation (Figure 3F) to avoid the full resetting of the
application. To demonstrate the performance, the manipulations
and operations on the cardiac model, we have shared
Supplementary Video S2. The manipulative functions generate
new perspectives inside the immersive 3-D environment enhancing
the user interactivity for the patient data analysis on CT models.

Though the functionality of the model manipulations can be
visualized, it is seen that the necessary time to complete mesh
manipulations increases with the complexity of the mesh, taking
1.67 × 105 ms (~3min) on average with amesh 6.50 × 105 vertices
in size. To determine the relation between the vertex count and
time, we computed the processing time within the operation code
by initializing a timer when a cut had begun and stopping the timer

at the completion of the mesh bisection. We found processing time
exponentially increased with model vertices for the cut
manipulation performed initially and for a second cut. It was
observed the secondary cut processing time was significantly lower
than the average initial cut, as plotted in Figure 3G. This is further
detailed by the exponential growth fit for the data of initial and the
second cut. We assumed the processing time reduction was a result
of the second cut manipulating two separate objects rather than
one. To determine if the generation of multiple objects would
reduce the processing time, we split a singular mesh into five,
retaining the total vertices of the original mesh. We compared the
processing time of a single cut for the split mesh to its original
counterpart in Figure 3H. The relation details that the splitting of a
mesh optimizes the processing time of the manipulative cut
function. With a faster processing time, the manipulative
functions enhance the immersiveness of VR rapidly delivering
information and generating new perspectives for analysis.

To determine the effectiveness of the VR platform and side
effects associated with VR, we surveyed a small sample size of
seven people. All seven were given full access to the demos
represented in Supplementary Videos S1 and S2 and asked to
fill out a simple questionnaire. The questionnaire asked for users
to determine the usefulness and immersiveness of the program,
the comfortability associated with the VR headset, and the
disorientation or dizziness that was experienced. The users
would respond to the question on a 1-5 scale (1: strongly
disagree; 5: strongly agree). It was found, as seen in Table 1,
that users strongly believed the VR demo to be immersive and to
provide a utility to the understanding and exploration of the
anatomical models. Users also were found to have little
disorientation or dizziness for the duration and after use.
Despite the effectiveness of the program, users tended not be
extremely comfortable utilizing the VR HMD. The feedback
supports the application and expansion of our program to
improve upon the manipulation of medical data.

DISCUSSION

Our VR framework establishes an effective platform to perform
interactive data analysis. The framework offers user-directed
visualization and interaction of biomedical imaging data,
enabling patient CT scan exploration and pre-surgical

FIGURE 3 | allows for a multitude of cuts to be applied as needed and contains the ability to undo any unwanted cuts through a menu application (F). To understand
system functionality, we depict the relation of model vertices to the cutting operation processing time for the initial and second cut on a model (G). The relation is then
depicted comparing the cardiac model object meshes to the same object split into five separate meshes revealing a processing time improvement (H). For each cut
examination, 7 data points with n = 10 independent runs. The dashed fits denote an exponential growth regression; R-Square = 0.88 and 0.94, respectively. Shaded
regions: standard deviation.

TABLE 1 | VR user experience feedback.

Criteria (Mean ± SD)

Usefulness Immersive Comfortable No Disorientation No Dizziness
4.85 ± 0.38 4.64 ± 0.75 3.57 ± 0.98 4.57 ± 0.53 4.71 ± 0.49
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planning. The platform implements manipulation techniques,
allowing user data alteration to generate insightful perspectives.
The VR platform creates enhanced multi-angle perspectives to
interpret the imaging information, paving a direction for
education, discovery, and clinical utilization with high spatial
resolution 3-D models.

Our VR platform successfully demonstrated the utilization of
VR for detailed data exploration. We elucidated the
effectiveness of VR to perform a cutting operation for rapid
analysis of a CT human heart, allowing advanced exploration of
the structure. While the cutting operation was optimized for
speed, we found the manipulation processing time directly
resulted from the model vertex quantity. To perform
manipulations for complex models over 2 × 105 vertices
under 30 s, a reduction of vertex quantity that decreases
model detail is necessary. To improve the cutting operation
speed for large vertex quantity models, we plan to continue
optimizing the code balancing the trade-off between the mesh
reduction and detailed model structure. We also found the
splitting of a complex mesh into five smaller separate pieces
reduced the cutting processing time. The mesh splitting
optimizes the cutting manipulation allowing for faster user
analysis within VR. To further improve the optimizations, we
plan to see the effect of splitting the mesh into more pieces and
to enhance the method for splitting a mesh through a program.
These optimizations towards cutting operation latency would
generate a more immersive virtual environment and could help
reduce the dizziness and disorientation that results from VR
(Hale and Stanney, 2015; Li et al., 2018).

We recognize that our model consists of reduced details and
fails to account for the variable thickness of anatomical
structures. These inaccuracies could be a result of the mesh
corrections that had been performed, but as the mesh correction
goal was for the proper visualization of the model inside and out,
without changing the original mesh structure, it is more likely
these inaccuracies are a result of segmentation. Manual
segmentation requires precision of proper element selection
for the filtering and segmenting of the dataset. Human error and
improper segmentations could result in less detailed models,
which is avoided with trained deep learning segmentation. Deep
learning segmentation provides an avenue of segmentation that
is automatic and fast; however, deep learning requires large
training datasets and its ability to transfer learning for datasets is
weak (Lecun et al., 2015; Akkus et al., 2017; Esteva et al., 2019).
We desired to segment multiple structures in a rapid time frame,
which led to our use of manual segmentation. We intend to
move forward with an efficient and robust image segmentation
method for the retention of detail in the future (Ding et al.,
2021).

Another alternate avenue to 3-D surface visualization is
volume rendering, generating the texture that creates a semi-
transparent 3-D image for data visualization and analysis. The use
of volume rendering would bypass the need for segmentation,
directly generating the 3-D texture from the image stack;
however, volume rendering lacks the detail of inner and outer
surface structure that a 3-D surface mesh contains and fails to
incorporate immersive manipulations that a surface texture

allows. We intend to generate a volume rendering platform for
VR to visualize and interact with imaging datasets, while
maintaining the founded manipulative operations.

Furthermore, we intend to expand the operational abilities of
the VR platform leaning towards specific ROI selection and depth
cutting operations. The targeted ROI manipulations would allow
for improved user-directed environment and operational
abilities. The depth cutting would simulate a scalpel for pre-
surgical planning with the detail and interaction provided by VR.
Utilizing the platform with a 4-D model would generate a
visualization of structural biomechanisms with alternate
perspectives for analysis. This platform and operations could
be combined with a haptic feedback system, simulating resistance
between objects part of the manipulated model.

Our platform retains outlooks towards the future generations
of 3-D image visualization with innovative user interactions and
manipulative tools. The VR platform generates new perspectives
for enhanced interpretation of 3-D structure through user-
defined data alterations under physiological and
pathophysiological conditions. The applicable visualization and
manipulations in VR enable quantitative and qualitative insights
into clinical and fundamental research data. Acquired innovative
insights could lay the foundation for the urgent demands in
remote medical practices, and propel productive, safer surgeries
from advanced pre-surgical analysis and planning on
personalized imaging data.
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